The mechanism of ionic Diels–Alder reactions. A DFT study of the oxa-Povarov reaction†
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The mechanism of the oxa-Povarov reaction of a cationic aryl oxonium with cyclopentene and styrene has been studied using DFT methods at the B3LYP/6-31G* level as a reaction model of ionic Diels–Alder (I-DA) reactions. Oxa-Povarov reactions are initialized by an I-DA reaction between the cationic aryl oxonium and alkenes to yield the corresponding formal [4+2] cycloadducts. The last step is a rapid loss of a proton giving chromans. While the I-DA reaction with cyclopentene takes place through a two-stage one-step mechanism, the presence of a phenyl substituent on styrene makes the mechanism of the I-DA reaction stepwise. An electron localization function (ELF) bonding analysis of selected points along the IRCs of these I-DA reactions allows the establishment of a great similarity in bond formation under both one-step and two-step mechanisms. The formation of the first C–C single bond begins in the short range of 1.95–1.90 Å, by the coupling of two pseudoradical centers generated at the most electrophilic center of the cationic aryl oxonium and the most nucleophilic centers of cyclopentene and styrene, resulting in the global charge transfer that takes place during I-DA reactions. The use of the recently proposed radical P_0 Parr functions allows the characterization of the most electrophilic centers in cationic species and the most nucleophilic centers in anionic species.

Introduction

The Diels–Alder (DA) reaction is arguably one of the most powerful reactions in the great arsenal of synthetic organic chemistry.1 By varying the nature of the diene and dienophile, many different types of carbocyclic structures can be built with high stereoselectivity and total regioselectivity. An exhaustive study of DA reactions allowed us to find good correlations between the experimental reaction rates and the global charge transfer (GCT) computed at the transition state structures (TS) of the reactions.2 This finding allowed us, in 2009, to propose the polar Diels–Alder (P-DA) reaction mechanism (see Scheme 1). This mechanism is characterized by favorable nucleophilic/electrophilic interactions at the TSs, instead of molecular orbital interactions as proposed by the FMO theory.3 Only few DA reactions do not follow the polar mechanism. However, these non-polar Diels–Alder (N-DA) reactions, which are characterized by a very low GCT at the TSs, are of low synthetic
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interest due to the drastic reaction conditions needed for the reaction to take place.

In general, in a DA reaction, a neutral conjugated diene reacts with a neutral ethylene derivative to yield a six-membered carbocyclic system. However, in some occasions, positively or negatively charged ionic species can participate in DA reactions. In such cases, the ionic nature of the reaction is preserved along the reaction until formation of the ionic cycloadduct (CA) (see Scheme 1). In these cases, although a large GCT also takes place along the reaction, they must to be classified differently from P-DA reactions, since the zwitterionic character of the latter is evidenced only along the reaction, as reagents and CAs are neutral.

This behavior prompted us to establish the ionic Diels–Alder (I-DA) reaction type, in which reagents, TSs, feasible intermediates, and CAs remain charged during the cycloaddition reaction. I-DA reactions can be classified as anionic and cationic DA reactions. However, while cationic DA reactions take place quickly at very low temperatures, usually at −78 °C, due to the high electrophilic character of cationic species, there are few anionic DA reactions because, in spite of the high nucleophilic character of anionic species, these reactions do not take place easily in absence of strong electrophiles.

Several theoretical studies have been devoted to I-DA reactions. Thus, TS associated with the I-DA reaction of N,N-dimethyliminium cation 1 with Cp 2 (ref. 9) was found to be energetically below the reagents as a consequence of the strong electrophilic character of 1, ω = 8.42 eV (see Scheme 2). However, when the formation of a molecular complex MC1 was considered, the activation energy of this I-DA reaction became positive. This I-DA reaction, which takes place via highly asynchronous TS, was associated with the nucleophilic attack of Cp 2 on the carbon atom of 1, followed by a concomitant ring closure, yielding [4 + 2'] CA 3.

On the other hand, the I-DA reaction of diprotonated iminium cation 4, ω = 22.79 eV, with Cp 2 (ref. 10) presented a two-step mechanism with formation of cationic intermediate IN (see Scheme 3). Similar to the I-DA reactions of 1 with Cp 2, TS1 was found to be −17 kcal mol⁻¹ below the reagents. Only when the formation of MC2 was considered, the activation energy became slightly positive.

A comparative analysis of the geometric and electronic parameters of TS and TS1 shows that both structures present a large similarity in the C–C single bond formation. In spite of this, while IRC calculations from TS1 finish at the cationic intermediate IN, IRC calculations from TS end at the formal [4 + 2'] CA 3. An exhaustive analysis of the corresponding IRC shows that the formation of the two single bonds in this one-step process takes place through a two-stage mechanism; i.e. while the C–C bond formation takes place at the first stage of the reaction along the nucleophilic attack of Cp 2 on iminium cation 1, the second C–N single bond is formed along a ring closure process at the second stage of the reaction, yielding [4 + 2'] CA 3.

Very recently, Batey et al. have reported the synthesis of chromans such as 9 and 14, via the oxo-Povarov reaction of the oxonium ion 6 with several alkenes, including cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12 (see Scheme 4). These oxo-Povarov reactions begin by one I-DA reaction of oxonium ion 6 with alkenes 7 and 12 yielding the formal [4' + 2] CAs 8 and 13, which by one rapid loss of a proton afford chromans 9 and 14. These reactions presented endo selectivity, while in the cases of the asymmetric styrene 12, the reaction was completely regioselective.

For the I-DA reactions, the authors proposed two competitive mechanisms: (i) a direct asynchronous [4' + 2'] cycloaddition pathway, and (ii) a stepwise process initialized by the Prins addition of alkenes to the aryl 2-oxadiene oxonium 6, followed by an intramolecular aromatic electrophilic substitution reaction. The authors carried out a series of experiments in order to establish the mechanism of these I-DA reactions.
Thus, the reaction of cis-\(\beta\)-methylstyrene was found to be non-stereospecific considering the styrene geometry, indicating that a stepwise mechanism occurs in the reactions of this substrate. In this case, the relative endo/exo stereochemistry observed in the oxa-Povarov reactions was generally found to be opposite to that observed for the reactions with cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12.

Our theoretical studies on I-DA reactions involving iminium cations indicated that both one-step and stepwise mechanisms can be found. The I-DA reaction of iminium cation 1 has one-step mechanism.\(^6\) However, the presence of the strong electron-withdrawing pyridinium substituent in iminium cation 4 enables the stabilization of a feasible intermediate once the first C–C single bond is completely formed, making the corresponding I-DA reaction stepwise.\(^7\) However, the very low activation energy associated with the ring-closure process in the stepwise reaction of iminium cation 4, 0.03 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), makes the characterization of the corresponding intermediates experimentally unfeasible, being the distinction between two-stage one-step and stepwise mechanisms non-relevant.

Herein, we report a DFT study of the mechanism of the I-DA reactions of cationic aryl oxonium 6 involved in the oxa-Povarov reactions and carried out experimentally by Batey et al.\(^12\) For this purpose, the I-DA reactions between cationic aryl oxonium 6 and cyclopentene 7, and styrene 12 will be analyzed (see Scheme 4). Our proposal is to perform a characterization of the molecular mechanisms involved in these I-DA reactions. An electron localization function (ELF)\(^13\) analysis of the bonding changes along one-step and stepwise reactions will be performed in order to establish the similarities between both mechanisms, and thus to propose a unified mechanism for bond-formation processes.

## Computational methods

DFT computations were carried out using the B3LYP\(^14\) exchange-correlation functionals, together with the standard 6-31G(d) basis set.\(^15\) The optimizations were carried out using the Berny analytical gradient optimization method.\(^16\) The stationary points were characterized by frequency computations in order to verify that TSs have one and only one imaginary frequency. The IRC paths\(^17\) were traced in order to check the energy profiles connecting each TS to the two associated minima of the proposed mechanism using the second order González-Schlegel integration method.\(^18\) Solvent effects of dichloromethane (DCM) were taken into account through single point energy calculations using the polarisable continuum model (PCM) as developed by Tomasi’s group\(^19\) in the framework of the self-consistent reaction field (SCRF).\(^20\) The 6-31G* basis set was used in the single point energy calculations in DCM. The electronic structures of stationary points were analyzed by the natural bond orbital (NBO) method\(^21\) and by the ELF topological analysis.\(^22\) The ELF study was performed with the TopMod program\(^22\) using the corresponding monodeterminantal wavefunctions of the selected structures of the IRC. All computations were carried out with the Gaussian 09 suite of programs.\(^23\)

The global electrophilicity index,\(^24\) \(\omega_c\) is given by the following expression, \(\omega = (\mu^2/2\eta)\), in terms of the electronic chemical potential \(\mu\) and the chemical hardness \(\eta\). Both quantities may be approached in terms of the one-electron energies of the frontier molecular orbital HOMO and LUMO, \(\epsilon_{\text{HOMO}}\) and \(\epsilon_{\text{LUMO}}\), as \(\mu = (\epsilon_{\text{HOMO}} + \epsilon_{\text{LUMO}})/2\) and \(\eta = (\epsilon_{\text{LUMO}} - \epsilon_{\text{HOMO}})\), respectively.\(^25\) Recently, we introduced an empirical (relative) nucleophilicity index,\(^26\) \(N\), based on the HOMO energies obtained within the Kohn–Sham scheme,\(^26\) and defined as \(N = E_{\text{HOMO(Nu)}} - E_{\text{HOMO(TCE)}}\). The nucleophilicity is referred to tetracyanoethylene (TCE), because it presents the lowest HOMO energy in a large series of molecules already investigated in the context of polar cycloadditions. This choice allows us to handle conveniently a nucleophilicity scale of positive values. Radical \(P_x^\circ\) Parr functions,\(^28\) and \(P_x^\circ\) nucleophilic Parr functions,\(^29\) were obtained through the analysis of the Mulliken atomic spin density (ASD) of the neutral radical of the cations and the radical cation of the dienophiles.

### Results and discussion

(i) Energetic, geometrical and electronic aspects of the oxa-Povarov reactions of the cationic aryl oxonium 6 with cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12

The oxa-Povarov reactions of the cationic aryl oxonium 6 with cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12 begin by an I-DA reaction to yield the corresponding formal \([4^+ + 2]\) CAs 8 and 13, which by a last proton abstraction afford chromans 9 and 14. The I-DA reaction between aryl oxonium 6 and cyclopentene 7 can take place along two stereoisomeric channels; the endo and the exo ones. Along the endo channel, the carbocyclic skeleton of cyclopentene 7 approaches over the O2 oxygen of aryl oxonium 6. An exploration of the potential energy surface (PES) associated with the endo and exo channels showed that this I-DA reaction takes place through a one-step mechanism (see Scheme 5). Thus, one TS and one formal \([4^+ + 2]\) CA were located and characterized for each one of the two stereoisomeric channels. Relative energies in DCM are summarized in Table 1. Energy discussion will be done using relative energies in DCM. Total energies are given in Table S1 in ESI.\(^\dagger\)

In gas phase, both TSs are located below the reagents (see ESI†). However, when solvent effects of DCM are considered the activation energies become positive. As expected, this I-DA reaction presents very low activation energies: 4.7 \([\text{TS1n}]\) and
3.8 (TS1x) kcal mol\(^{-1}\), the reaction being strongly exothermic. Both gas phase and in DCM calculations yield this I-DA reaction slightly *exo* selective. Conversion of formal \([4^+ + 2]\) CAs 8 and 10 into the final chromans 9-*endo* and 11-*exo* demands a proton abstraction by a basic species. When the acetate counterion was used as the basic species, the conversion of the cationic 8 and 10 into the final neutral chromans 9-*endo* and 11-*exo* took place without any activation barrier.

Due to the asymmetry of styrene 12, the I-DA reaction between aryl oxonium 6 and 12 can take place along four competitive channels: two regioisomeric, the *meta* and *ortho* channels, and two stereoisomeric channels, the *endo* and *exo* ones. Interestingly, an exploration of the PES associated with this I-DA reaction showed that the two regioisomeric channels present different mechanisms; the *endo* and *exo* stereoisomeric channels associated with the *meta* regioisomeric channels yield CAs 14-*endo* and 14-*exo* through a two-step mechanism, while those associated with the *ortho* channels present an one-step mechanism. Consequently, for the two *endo* and *exo* stereoisomeric *meta* channels two TSs, one intermediate, and one CA were found, while one TS and one CA were found along the *ortho* ones (see Scheme 6). Relative energies in DCM are summarized in Table 2. Total energies are given in Table S2 in ESI.

As in the I-DA reaction of oxonium cation 6 with cyclopentene 7, the TSs associated with the attack of the non-substituted C6 carbon of styrene 12 on the C1 carbon of 6 are located below the reagents. When solvent effects are considered, the relative energies of TSs are 0.6 and \(-0.1\) kcal mol\(^{-1}\). Calculations also yield this I-DA reaction to be slightly *exo* selective. The reaction of oxonium cation 6 with styrene 12 is faster than that with cyclopentene 7 as a consequence of the more nucleophilic character of the former (see below). Formation of the corresponding cationic intermediates is exothermic by \(-9.8\) (IN1) and \(-10.4\) (IN2) kcal mol\(^{-1}\). However, with an unappreciable activation barrier below 2.0 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), they turn into the corresponding cationic CAs. Formation of the *meta* CAs are exothermic by \(-19.2\) (13) and \(-19.9\) (15) kcal mol\(^{-1}\).

Along the *ortho* channel, formation of formal \([4^+ + 2]\) CAs 17 and 18 through TS3n and TS3x present activation energies of 14.0 and 15.1 kcal mol\(^{-1}\), respectively. Consequently, the I-DA reaction between oxonium cation 6 with styrene 12 is completely regioselective.

As in the I-DA reaction of oxonium cation 6 with cyclopentene 7, when the acetate counterion was used as the basic species, the conversion of cationic 13 and 15 into the final neutral chromans 14-*endo* and 16-*exo* took place without any activation barrier.

It is noteworthy that although DFT calculations suggest that the I-DA reaction between oxonium cation 6 with styrene 12...
takes place through a stepwise mechanism, the very low activation energy associated with the ring-closure process at the corresponding intermediates IN1 and IN2, makes the characterization of these stepwise mechanisms experimentally unfeasible.

The geometry of the TSs involved in the I-DA reactions between oxonium cation 6 and cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12 are given in Fig. 1 and 2. At the TSs involved the I-DA reaction between oxonium cation 6 and cyclopentene 7, the distances between the C1–C6 and C4–C5 carbon atoms are 2.006 and 3.003 Å at TS1n, and 2.020 and 3.201 Å at TS1x, respectively. The extent of the asynchronicity of bond-formation can be measured by means of the difference between the bond lengths of the two single bonds that are being formed in the reaction, \( \Delta d = d(C4-C5) - d(C1-C6) \). The values at the TSs are 1.00 at TS1n, and 1.18 at TS1x. These rather high values, which are similar to that found in the I-DA reaction between iminium 1 and Cp 2 (\( \Delta l = 1.18 \)), show the high asynchronicity in bond formation in I-DA reactions.

At the TSs and intermediates involved in the meta regioisomeric channels of the I-DA reaction between oxonium cation 6 and styrene 12, the distances between the C1 and C6, and the C4 and C5 carbons are 2.369 and 3.411 Å at TS21n, 2.314 and 3.769 Å at TS21x, 1.596 and 2.735 Å at IN1, 1.573 and 2.877 Å at IN2, 1.569 and 2.197 Å at TS22n, 1.559 and 2.248 Å at TS22x, respectively, while at the TSs involved in the ortho regioisomeric channels, the distances between the C1 and C5, and the C4 and C6 carbons are 1.916 and 2.524 Å at TS3n, and 1.937 and 2.630 Å at TS3x, respectively. The asynchronicity at the most favorable meta TSs are 1.04 at TS21n, and 1.47 at TS21x.

The most favorable meta TS21n and TS21x associated with the I-DA reaction between oxonium cation 6 and styrene 12 are earlier than TS1n and TS1x associated with the I-DA reaction with cyclopentene 7, in clear agreement with the lower activation energy found at the former. The stereoisomeric TSs, belonging to distinct one-step and stepwise mechanisms, present a high asynchronicity, \( \Delta l > 1 \); they are associated with two-center interactions resulting from the nucleophilic attack of cyclopentene 7 or styrene 12 on the C1 carbon of oxonium cation 6. It is noteworthy that in the four TSs, the distance between the C5 and C6 carbon atoms involved in the formation of the second C–C single bond is above of 3.0 Å, indicating no bonding interactions.

In order to establish the solvent effects on the geometry optimizations and relative energies, the stationary points involved in the I-DA reaction between oxonium cation 6 and cyclopentene 7 were fully optimized in DCM at the B3LYP/6-311G* level. The total and relative energies are given in Table S1† while the geometries of TS1n and TS1x in DCM are given in

![Fig. 1 Transition state structures involved in the I-DA reactions between oxonium cation 6 and cyclopentene 7. Lengths are given in Angstroms.](Image)

![Fig. 2 Transition state structures involved in the I-DA reactions between oxonium cation 6 and styrene 12. Lengths are given in Angstroms.](Image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stationary Points</th>
<th>Total Energy (kcal mol(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Relative Energy (kcal mol(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TS21n</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>TS21x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN1</td>
<td>-9.8</td>
<td>IN2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS22n</td>
<td>-8.8</td>
<td>TS22x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-19.2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS3n</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>TS3x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-15.7</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: B3LYP/6-311G* relative energies in DCM (relative to 6 + 12) in kcal mol\(^{-1}\) of the stationary points involved in the I-DA reaction of oxonium cation 6 with styrene 12.
Fig. S1 in ESI.† Full optimizations in DCM at the B3LYP/6-311G* level did neither modify the relative energies (see Table S2†), nor the gas phase B3LYP/6-31G* geometries (see Fig. 1 and S1†). The IRCs from these TSs to reagents and product in DCM corroborated the two-stage one-step mechanism of this I-DA reaction.

Gas phase and implicit DCM solvation yield these I-DA reactions slightly exo selective, while experimentally being endo selective. Recently, we have established a relationship between the GCT in a P-DA reaction and the endo selectivity.21 In a P-DA reaction, the favourable electrostatic interactions that appear between the two opposite charged frameworks in the endo rearrangement are responsible for the endo selectivity. However, in I-DA reactions the two frameworks are charged with the same sign, i.e. these electrostatic interactions are unfavourable. Thus, weak interactions present in the endo TSs could be responsible for the endo stereoselectivity found in these I-DA reactions. Due to the weakness of the B3LYP functional to compute this type of interactions, single point energy calculations using the MPWB1K global-hybrid meta-GGA functional,32 which include long-range corrected and dispersion corrected methods, were performed at the stereoisomeric TSs TS1n and TS1x, and TS21n and TS21x. The MPWB1K/6-311G* energies in DCM are given in Table S3 in the ESL.† Calculations at the MPWB1K/6-311G* level in DCM render the two I-DA reactions slightly endo selective in agreement with the experimental results.31 Consequently, it appears that weak interactions present in the endo TSs are responsible for the endo stereoselectivity found in these I-DA reactions.

Finally, the GCT along these I-DA reactions was computed by two distinct methods: (i) by using the natural atomic charges obtained from a natural population analysis (NPA) at the TSs and intermediates associated with the endo stereoisomeric channels of I-DA reactions between oxonium cation 6 and cyclopentene 7, and styrene 12, and (ii) the integration of the electron-density of the ELF basins (see below). To compute the GCT at TSs and intermediates, the corresponding structures were divided between the oxonium cation framework and the dienophile one. The GCT is summarized in Table 3.

A comparison between the two methods used for the computation of the GCT indicates that there are no significant differences. The positive charge found at the cyclopentene or styrene frameworks at the TSs, between 0.42 e and 0.31 e, indicates that at these I-DA reactions a high amount of the electron density has been transferred from cyclopentene and styrene to the strong electrophilic oxonium cation 6. Note that while in P-DA reactions zwitterionic species are generated along the reactions, in I-DA reactions they remain cationic or anionic species. At the most favorable TS21n, the GCT, 0.31 e, is lower than that at TS1n, 0.42 e, as a consequence of the earlier character of the former. However, when the GCT is analyzed at one point of the IRC after passing TS21n with a C–C distance of 2.0 Å, similar to that at TS1n, the GCT becomes higher at the I-DA of styrene 12 as a consequence of the more nucleophilic character of styrene 12 than cyclopentene 7 (see below).

A comparison of the geometrical and electronic parameters of TS1n and TS21n indicates that both TSs show a great similarity, suggesting that the subsequent events in bonding changes along the reaction coordinates, i.e. participation of these TSs in one-step or two-step mechanisms, do not depend on the structure of these TSs.

(ii) ELF bonding analysis along the formation of the first C–C bond in I-DA reactions of oxonium cation 6 with cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12. Characterization of the C–C bond formation in ionic processes

Several theoretical studies have shown that the topological ELF analysis along a reaction path can be used as a valuable tool to understand the bonding changes along the reaction path.44 After an analysis of the electron density, the ELF provides basins, which are the domains in which the probability of finding an electron pair is maximal.13 The basins are classified as core basins and valence basins. The latter are characterized by the synaptic order, i.e., the number of atomic valence shells in which they participate. Thus, there are monosynaptic, disynaptic, trisynaptic basins and so on.33 Monosynaptic basins, labelled V(A), correspond to the lone pairs or non-bonding regions, while disynaptic basins connect the core of two nuclei A and B and, thus, correspond to a bonding region between A and B and are labelled V(A, B). This description recovers the Lewis bonding model, providing a very suggestive graphical representation of the molecular system.

Recently, Domingo et al. have shown that the C–C single bond formation in both non-polar and polar organic reactions begins in the short C–C distance range of 1.9–2.0 Å by merging two monosynaptic basins, V(Cx) and V(Cy), into a new disynaptic basin V(Cx, Cy) associated with the formation of the new Cx–Cy single bond.46 The Cx and Cy carbons characterized by the presence of the monosynaptic basins, V(Cx) and V(Cy), have been called pseudoradical centers.37

In order to understand the C–C bond-formation process along these one-step and stepwise I-DA reactions, a topological ELF analysis of some relevant points of the corresponding IRCs was carried out. The most relevant ELF valence basins and their corresponding N populations of selected points along the
reaction path are given in Table 4. On the other hand, the most relevant ELF attractors at some selected points of the IRCs of the one-step and two-step I-DA reactions of oxonium cation 6 with cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12 are shown in Fig. 3.

Along the endo reactive channel associated with the I-DA reactions of oxonium cation 6 with cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12, five selected structures were analyzed: (i) the TSs, (ii) the IRC structures in which the two monosynaptic basins associated with the two pseudoradical centers appear; (iii) the IRC structures associated with the formation of the first C1–C6 single bond; (iv) the structures in which the C1–C6 is completely formed; and (v) the structures associated with the formation of the second C4–C5 single bond.

Firstly, the two-step I-DA reaction between oxonium cation 6 and styrene 12 is analyzed. At TS21n, $d_1 = 2.37 \text{ \AA}$ and $d_2 = 3.41 \text{ \AA}$, no monosynaptic basin appears at the C6 carbon of styrene 12 and the C1 carbon of oxonium cation 6. At this TS, the C5–C6 bonding region of styrene is characterized by the V(C5, C6) disynaptic basin, integrating 3.14 e. At TS1n, $d_1 = 2.00 \text{ \AA}$ and $d_2 = 3.34 \text{ \AA}$, two monosynaptic basins, V(C1) and V(C6), integrating 0.46 e and 0.56 e, appear at the most nucleophilic C6 carbon of styrene 9, and the most electrophilic C1 carbon of oxonium cation 6. These monosynaptic basins are associated to the two pseudoradical centers\(^7\) responsible for the subsequent C1–C6 bond formation. At P22, $d_1 = 1.97 \text{ \AA}$ and $d_2 = 3.34 \text{ \AA}$, the two V(C1) and V(C6) monosynaptic basins have merged into a new disynaptic basin, V(C1, C6), which integrates 1.08 e, indicating that the first C1–C6 single bond is already being formed. On going from P22 to intermediate IN1, the electron population of the V(C1, C6) disynaptic basin increases its electron density to reach 1.76 e at IN1, $d_1 = 1.60 \text{ \AA}$ and $d_2 = 2.74 \text{ \AA}$. At this intermediate no monosynaptic basins appears at the C4 and C5 carbons indicating that, at this stationary point, the formation of the second C4–C5 sigma bond does not have begun. Finally, at TS22n, $d_1 = 1.57 \text{ \AA}$ and $d_2 = 2.20 \text{ \AA}$, while the V(C1, C6) disynaptic basin has reached 1.86 e, one monosynaptic basin, V(C4), integrating 0.31 e appears at the C4 carbon.

On the other hand, at TS1n associated with the nucleophilic attack of cyclopentene 7 on the C1 carbon of oxonium cation 6, the most relevant features of its electronic structure are the presence of two monosynaptic basins, V(C1) and V(C6), integrating 0.42 e and 0.45 e, at the most electrophilic center of oxonium cation 6 and the most nucleophilic center of cyclopentene 7. At this TS, the C5–C6 bonding region of the cyclopentene framework is characterized by the V(C5, C6) disynaptic basin, integrating 2.69 e. Considering that this region of the cyclopentene 7 is characterized by the presence of two disynaptic basins, V(C5, C6) and V(C5, C6), integrating 3.59 e, the loss of electron density at this bonding region, 0.90 e, can be associated with the formation of the V(C6) monosynaptic basin and the GCT involved in these I-DA reactions, 0.42 e (see Table 3). The electronic structure of TS1n, $d_1 = 2.00 \text{ \AA}$ and $d_2 = 3.00 \text{ \AA}$, is very similar to that at P11, $d_1 = 1.95 \text{ \AA}$ and $d_2 = 2.99 \text{ \AA}$. At this point of the IRC, the electron density of the two V(C1) and V(C6) monosynaptic basins increases to reach 0.48 e and 0.51 e. The electronic structures of TS1n and P11 are similar to that at P21 associated with the stepwise I-DA reaction between oxonium cation 6 and styrene 12. At P12, $d_1 = 1.90 \text{ \AA}$ and $d_2 = 2.97 \text{ \AA}$, the two V(C1) and V(C6) monosynaptic basins have merged into a new disynaptic basin, V(C1–C6), which integrates 1.11 e. At this point of the IRC, the first C1–C6 is already formed.

Interestingly, P11 and P12, associated to the one-step mechanism of the I-DA reaction between oxonium cation 6 and cyclopentene 7, have similar electronic structures that P21 and P22, associated with the two-step I-DA reaction between oxonium cation 6 and styrene 12, indicating a similar pattern in the
formation of the first C1–C6 single bond, not being dependent on the molecular mechanism (see Fig. 3).

On going from P12 to P13, \( d_1 = 1.62 \text{ Å} \) and \( d_2 = 2.61 \text{ Å} \), the electron population of the V(C1, C6) disynaptic basin increases to reach 1.70 e at the P13 structure. At this point of the IRC, no monosynaptic basin appears at the C4 and C5 carbons, indicating that, at this point of the IRC, the formation of the second C4–C5 bond has not begun. Remarkably, P13 geometrically and electronically resembles IN1.

Finally, at P14, \( d_1 = 1.57 \text{ Å} \) and \( d_2 = 2.20 \text{ Å} \), while the V(C1, C6) disynaptic basin has reached 1.84 e, two monosynaptic basins, V(C4) and V(C5), integrating 0.13 e and 0.44 e, appear at the C4 and C5 carbons. The resulting merge of these monosynaptic basins yields a new V(C4, C5) disynaptic basin responsible for the formation of the second C4–C5 bond.

The positions of the selected structures used in the ELF bonding analysis along the one-step I-DA reaction of oxonium cation 6 with cyclopentene 7 and the two-step I-DA reaction of oxonium cation 6 with styrene 12 are shown in Fig. 4. The current ELF bonding analysis for the formation of the C1–C6 and C4–C5 single bonds allows the establishment of the resemblance between the two-stage one-step and the two-step mechanisms of these I-DA reactions. Both mechanisms are non-concerted bond-formation processes. In the first part of the reactions only the C1–C6 single bond is being formed by the nucleophilic attack of the C6 carbon of cyclopentene 7 or styrene.

Fig. 3  Most relevant ELF attractors at some selected points of the IRCs of the one-step and two-step I-DA reactions of oxonium cation 6 with cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12.
Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the energy profiles along the one-step (in red) and two-step (in blue) mechanisms of the I-DA reactions of oxonium cation 6 with cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12. The non-stationary selected points of the IRC used in the ELF analysis are represented by points.

12 on the C1 carbon of oxonium cation 6. Only when the C1–C6 bond formation is completed at the point P13 or at IN1, the formation of the second C4–C5 bond begins at the second part of the reaction. While Fig. 3 shows the electronic and geometrical similarity between the selected points of both mechanisms, Fig. 4 shows the similar position of these points along the IRC. The only difference between both mechanisms is the relative energy of P13 and IN1. The presence of the phenyl substituent in styrene 12 allows for the stabilization of the positive charge that is developing at C5 along the nucleophilic attack of styrene 12, allowing the localization of IN1 as a stationary point. This behavior explains the absence of the V(C5) monosynaptic basin at TS22n. However, the low activation energy associated with the ring-closure process, 1.0 kcal mol$^{-1}$, makes it very difficult to experimentally characterize IN1, a behavior that makes both mechanisms kinetically very similar.

(iii) Analysis of the global reactivity indices of the reagents involved in I-DA reactions

The I-DA reactions were analyzed using the reactivity indices defined within the conceptual DFT. The global descriptors, named electronic chemical potential $\mu$, chemical hardness $\eta$, global electrophilicity $\omega$, and global nucleophilicity $N$ indices for the series of reagents shown in Schemes 2–4 are given in Table 5.

Table 5 Electronic chemical potential, $\mu$, chemical hardness, $\eta$, electrophilicity $\omega$, and nucleophilicity $N$ values, in eV, for the series of reagents shown in Schemes 2–4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
<th>$\eta$</th>
<th>$\omega$</th>
<th>$N$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-14.60</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>22.79</td>
<td>-7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-9.06</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>13.42</td>
<td>-1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-11.15</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>-5.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-3.43</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-3.01</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-2.72</td>
<td>7.24</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Iminium cations 1 and 4, and oxonium cation 6 have very high electrophilicity $\omega$ values, 8.42, 22.79, and 13.42 eV, respectively, due to their cationic nature. These high electrophilicities are responsible for the very low even negative activation energies found in gas phase. On the other hand, C2, cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12, have high nucleophilicity indices, $N = 3.36, 2.78$ and 3.09 eV, respectively. The higher nucleophilic character of styrene 12, when compared to than cyclopentene 7, accounts for the larger reactivity of the former towards oxonium cation 6.

It is interesting to remark that in spite of the high electrophilic character of cations 1, 4 and 6, the ionic classification of these DA reactions is not a consequence of the high electrophilicity of neither the reagent nor the high GCT at the TSs, but the ionic character of reagents, TSs and cycloadducts. Thus, a high electrophilic neutral molecule such as tetracyanoethylene, $\omega = 5.96$ eV, could participate in P-DA reactions with high polar character towards neutral dienes, but not in a I-DA reaction.

Along a polar reaction involving asymmetric reagents, the most favorable reactive channel is that involving the initial C–C two-center interaction between the most electrophilic and nucleophilic center of both reagents. Recently, we have proposed the electrophilic $P_C$ and nucleophilic $P_N$ Parr functions derived from the excess of spin electron density reached via a GCT process from the nucleophile to the electrophile.

In our reactivity model for the C–C bond formation via an ionic mechanism, a cationic species such as oxonium cation 6 receives an amount of electron density from the neutral nucleophiles, cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12, that in the extreme case to receiving an amount equivalent to one electron, the cationic species turns into a neutral radical species. Similarly, when the nucleophile is an anionic species, it also turns into a neutral radical species after losing one electron. Thus, we suggest the use of the recently proposed radical $P_C$ Parr function28 to analyze the local reactivity in positively or negatively charged species. Accordingly, the radical $P_C$ Parr function of oxonium cation 6, and nucleophilic $P_N$ Parr functions cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12 are given in Fig. 5.

Analysis of the radical $P_C$ Parr functions of oxonium cation 6 indicates that the C1 carbon is the most electrophilic center of this cationic species, $P_C = 0.61$, in clear agreement with the asynchronicity found in all TSs associated with the I-DA reactions of oxonium cation 6.

On the other hand, while cyclopentene 7 shows a symmetric nucleophilic activation at the olefinic C5 and C6 carbon atoms, $P_C = P_N = 0.40$, the asymmetric styrene 12 shows the largest nucleophilic activation at C6 carbon, $P_C = 0.43$, while the C5 carbon atom is not nucleophilically activated, $P_C = 0.00$.

Consequently, the most favourable regioisomeric channel associated with the I-DA reaction between the asymmetric oxonium cation 6 and styrene 12 will be that associated with the initial formation of the C1–C6 single bond, in clear agreement with the observed total regioselectivity.
Conclusions

The mechanism of the oxo-Povarov reactions of cationic aryl oxonium 6 with cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12 to yield chromans 9 and 14, experimentally reported by Batey et al.,12 have been studied using DFT methods at the B3LYP/6-31G* in gas phase level for geometries and the B3LYP/6-311G* in DCM level for energies as reaction models of I-DA reactions. These oxo-Povarov reactions begin by the I-DA reaction of oxonium ion 6 with alkenes 7 and 12 to yield the formal [4+2] CAs 8 and 13, which by a rapid loss of a proton yield chromans 9 and 14. The I-DA reactions have no appreciable activation barriers as a consequence of the strong electrophilic character of the cationic aryl oxonium 6. Unlike P-DA reactions, in which the polar character of the reaction is developed along the cycloaddition, in I-DA reactions, the cationic or anionic character of the species remains along the reactions.

While the reaction with cyclopentene 7 takes place along a two-stage one-step mechanism, the presence of a phenyl substituent in styrene 12 able to stabilize a positive charge, makes the mechanism two-steps when stabilizing the corresponding intermediate. However, the very low activation energy associated with the ring closure makes the characterization of the corresponding intermediate experimentally unfeasible. The final proton abstraction has not appreciable activation barrier. An ELF bonding analysis of selected points along the IRCs of the one-step mechanism of the I-DA reaction between cationic aryl oxonium 6 and cyclopentene 7, and the two-step mechanism of the I-DA reaction between 6 and styrene 12, allows the establishment of a great similarity in bond formation along the two mechanisms. Both one-step and two-step mechanisms are non-concerted processes. As in P-DA reactions, the formation of the first C–C single bond begins in the short range of 1.95–1.90 Å, via a C-to-C pseudodiradical coupling of the most electrophilic and nucleophilic centers of cationic aryl oxonium 6, the C1 carbon, and cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12, the C6 carbon. The electron-density of the pseudoradical center generated at the C1 carbon of the cationic aryl oxonium 6, with a population of 0.46–0.048 e, comes mainly from the GCT that takes place along I-DA reactions, ca. 0.47 e. This interesting finding rejects the use of the arrows used in all text books to symbolize the changes in electron density in polar and ionic reactions.16576

Analysis of the global reactivity indices indicates that the high electrophilic character of the cationic reagents is responsible for the negative activation energies found in gas phase. However, this behavior is not responsible for the classification of I-DA reactions.

Based on our reactivity model of the GCT along polar and ionic reactions, herein, we suggest the use of the recently proposed radical $P_k$ Parr functions to characterize the most electrophilic centers in cationic species and the most nucleophilic centers in anionic species. Thus, the analysis of the radical $P_k$ Parr functions in cationic aryl oxonium 6 and the analysis of the nucleophilic $P_k$ Parr functions in cyclopentene 7 and styrene 12 allows the anticipation of the most favorable two-center interaction along the formation of the first C–C single bond at the high asynchronous TSs, as well as the regioselectivity in I-DA reactions involving asymmetric reagents.
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